We prove a Euler-Poincaré reduction theorem for stochastic processes taking values in a Lie group and we show examples of its application to SO(3) and to the group of diffeomorphisms.
Introduction
Two methods of stochastic perturbation of Geometric Mechanics seem to be known today. In one of them, inspired by J. M. Bismut [B] and developed by J.P. Ortega and collaborators [LC-O] , the Lagrangian of the system is randomly perturbed. We shall advocate here the other approach, sometimes known as "stochastic deformation", where the Lagrangian is essentially the classical one but is evaluated on the underlying stochastic process and its mean derivative. This perspective was initially motivated by the quantization of classical systems ( [C-Z] , [Y 1] , [Z] ) and a probabilistic version of Feynman's path integral approach. More recently ( [C-C] , [A-C] ) the Navier-Stokes equation was derived as solution of a stochastic variational principle for this kind of Lagrangian.
We establish here a stochastic Euler-Poincaré reduction theorem on a general Lie group. We describe some applications including the stochastic Lagrangian flows intrinsically associated with the Navier-Stokes equation (without external noise). In this stochastic variational program, indeed, this equation coincides with the stochastic deformation of Arnold's picture of the Euler flow as a geodesic on the Lie group of diffeomorphisms ( [A] ).
Semimartingales in a general Lie group
In [C-C] and [A-C] , also inspired by [Y2] , it was shown that the Navier-Stokes equation (in the two-dimensional torus and in a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary, respectively) can be viewed as the drift part of a semi-martingale which is a critical point of the functional whose Lagrangian is given by the kinetic energy expressed via the generalized derivative.
The stochastic variational principle is formulated in the space of volume-preserving homeomorphisms, which is a (infinite dimensional) Lie group endowed with a right-invariant metric. It extends to the Navier-Stokes equation Arnold's variational principle for the Euler equation.
In the present work we consider a stochastic variational principle in a general Lie group G, endowed with a left-invariant (or right-invariant) metric.
The domain of our action functionals will be a set of semimartingales. As they are not of bounded variation with respect to time, we can not use a classical derivative in time, but will replace it by a generalized mean derivative
In a Euclidean setting the definition of the generalized derivative (in time) corresponds to a derivative regularized by a conditional expectation with respect to the filtration at each time. More precisely, given by semi-martingale ξ(.) with respect to an increasing filtration F . and taking values in the Euclidean space (or torus) the generalized derivative is defined by,
In particular, as the conditional expectation of the martingale part vanishes, the generalized derivative coincides with the derivative of the bounded variation part of the semimartingale (its drift). In a general manifold M a martingale can only be defined after fixing a connection ∇ (see [E] , [I-W] 
is a R 1 -valued local martingale with respect to the filtration F . , where Hessf (x) :
the vector fieldsÃ j , j = 1, 2 on M being smooth and such thatÃ i (x) = A i . When M is a finite dimensional manifold Hessf = ∇df is the covariant derivative of the (differential) tensor field df by the connection ∇. For an infinite dimensional Lie group the tensor field df or ∇df does not always exist due to divergence of infinite series, but the definition (2.2) is valid at least for smooth cylinder functions f . This is why we use here definition (2.2).
So for a M-valued semi-martingale ξ(.) it is natural to extend the definition of (2.1) to a ∇-generalized derivative as follows. If for each f ∈ C ∞ (M),
is a R 1 -valued local martingale, where (random) A(t) ∈ T ξ(t) M a.s., then we define
In fact, if M is a finite dimensional manifold with a connection ∇, there is an equivalent definition to (2.3). For simplicity, we assume ξ(.) is a M-valued semimartingale with fixed initial point ξ(0) = x, there is a stochastic parallel translation // . :
we take the derivative of bounded variation part as follows,
which is a T x M valued process. Then we define
This definition is the same as (2.3), see [E] . From now on G will denote a Lie group endowed with a left invariant metric and a left invariant connection ∇. Unless explicitely stated, ∇ is a general connection, not necessarily the Levi-Civita connection with respect to
. From now on, we let G := T e G, here e is the unit element of G, in particular, T e G can be identified with the Lie algebra of G.
Taking a sequence of vectors H i ∈ G , i = 1, 2, .., k, and a non-random map u(.) ∈ C 1 ([0, 1]; G ), consider the following Stratonovich SDE in the group G,
∀x ∈ G at the point x = a ∈ G, and W t is a R k valued Brownian motion. By Itô formula and definition (2.3) we can see that
In fact the term 1 2 i ∇ H i H i corresponds to the contraction term which is the difference between the Itô and the Stratonovich stochastic integral.
In particular, if {H i } is an orthonormal basis of G , ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection, u(t) = 0 for each t, and ∇ H i H i = 0 for each i, then g(.) is the Brownian motion on G whose generator is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Note that if H
is the ordinary derivative with t, which does depend on the connection ∇.
Remark: By the standard theory, the SDE (2.4) can only be defined on the finite dimensional Lie group. But in some special cases of infinite dimensional Lie groups, for example, the group of diffeomorphism on torus, SDE (2.4) still defines a semi-martingale even when we take an infinite number of H i , see the discussion in [A-C] , [C] , [C-C] . So, from now on, G can be viewed as finite or infinite dimensional Lie group as long as a solution of (2.4) exists (notably in the case of the group of diffeomorphisms on a manifold).
The stochastic Euler-Poincaré reduction theorem in a Lie group
Let S (G) be the collection of all the G-valued semi-martingales with coefficients (both diffusion and drift) in
∈ G for each t. The Lagrangian of this action functional corresponds to the (generalized) kinetic energy. One can easily extend our results to more general Lagrangians,
We say a G-valued semi-martingale g(.) is a critical point of the action functional J
where
For the variation of e ε,v the following lemma holds, Lemma 3.1. We have,
Proof. In the proof, we omit the index v in e ε,v for simplicity. IfD dt denotes the covariant derivative on G via the Levi-Civita connection, then
e ε (t) ε=0 ; taking ε = 0 above, and noting that e 0 (t) = e for each t, we derive,
Since e ε (t)e −1 ε (t) = e for each ε, differentiating with respect to ε, we get
, where T R is the differential of right translation. Hence we have,
Now we present our main result, a sufficient and necessary condition for the critical points of J ∇, .
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that G is a Lie group with left invariant metric and left invariant connection ∇. The G-valued semi-martingale g(.) defined by (2.4) is a critical point of J ∇, if and only if the non-random u(.) ∈ C 1 ([0, 1]; G ) satisfies the following equation,
for each u ∈ G , ad * u : G → G is the adjoint of ad u : G → G with respect to the metric ,
and the operator K : G → G is defined as following,
Proof. In the proof, we omit the index v in e ε,v (.) and g ε,v (.) for simplicity. As g ε (t) = g(t)e ε (t), by Itô formula we get,
is a local martingale. By the definition of generalized derivative above, we get,
Using Lemma 3.1,
Note that H 0 i (t) = H i , ∀t and by Lemma 3.1, Remark 2. As we can deduce from the computation, for each ε, the expression
is non-random and does not depend on the initial point g(0). Remark 3. The critical equation (3.3) depends on the metric, connection and the choice of {H i }. The term K(u) defined by (3.6) depends on the metric, the connection and the choice of {H i } whereas ad * depends on the metric only. Remark 4. If G is the group of diffeomorphisms on the torus the SDE (2.4) becomes equation (4.3) of next section. We can check that the Itô formula (3.7) holds by direct computation. Then the proof of Theorem 3.2 is still valid, and the conclusion is true in this case.
For a Lie group G with a right invariant metric and right invariant connection, we can define a composition map ⋄ by a ⋄ b := ba, ∀a, b ∈ G. Then the original metric and connection are left invariant under the composition ⋄ and we can also define the semi-martingale g(.), the action functional J(g(.)) and the perturbed semi-martingales g ε,v by the composition ⋄. For example, one can check that the semi-martingale g(.) in (2.4) is changed to the following,
where T e R g(t) is the differential of right translation with g(t) at the point x = e. And the action functional J in (3.1) is defined by right translation if we use the composition ⋄ on G. We also say g(.) is a critical point if
) with v(0) = v(1) = 0. By the same procedure as above, we can derive the following theorem on a Lie group with right invariant metric and connection. 
whereũ and K : G → G are defined in (3.4) and (3.6) respectively.
Under some special conditions, the operator K(u) defined by (3.6) coincides with the de Rham-Hodge operator on the Lie group. More precisely we have the following Proposition, Proposition 3.4. Suppose that G is a Lie group with right invariant metric , and ∇ is the (right invariant) Levi-Civita connection with respect to . If we assume that ∇ H i H i = 0 for each i, we have,
here R is the Riemanian curvature tensor with respect to ∇. In particular, if {H i } is an orthonormal basis of G , then K(u) = − ∆u + Ric(u) , where ∆u := ∆U(x)| x=e for the right invariant vector fields U(x) := T e R x u, ∀u ∈ G , x ∈ G.
Proof. Note that for each v ∈ G ,
In the first step above, we used the property ad v u = −[v, u] for every u, v ∈ G if we view u, v as the right invariant vector fields on G. In the second step we used the fact that ∇ is torsion free. In the third step we used the definition of the Riemanian curvature tensor. Finally we used the assumption ∇ H i H i = 0.
Then by (3.6), for each u, v ∈ G ,
where in the last step we used the property ∇ u v, w = − v, ∇ u w for u, v, w ∈ G since ∇ is Riemannian with respect the metric ; we also used the symmetric property of the curvature tensor R.
Since v is arbitrary, we get,
4 Some applications
The rigid body SO(3)
To describe the motion of a rigid body, the configuration space is G = SO(3), see [A-K] and [M-R] . T e G = so(3), the 3 × 3 skew symmetric matrices. Take a basis of so (3), namely
It satisfies the following relations,
For v ∈ so(3) with the form v =
We definev ∈ R 3 to be the unique element such that vη =v × η for each η ∈ R 3 ; in fact, it easy to check thatv := (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ).
Take I = (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) such that I j > 0, j = 1, 2, 3 and define an inner product in so(3) as follows,
We extend , I to SO(3) by left translation, then we get a left invariant metric, which we still write as , I . In particular, if H i = 0 for each i in the semi-martingale (2.4), then g(t)
−1 dg(t) dt = u(t), and u(t) is the angular velocity vector. In the definition of the Lagrangian in (3.1), if we choose the metric to be , I , then the Lagrangian is the kinetic energy with moment of inertia I. See the discussion in [A-K] 
Let ∇ I be the Levi-Civita connection with respect to , I . By (4.1) and the formula for the Levi-Civita connection, we derive, More generally, using properties (4.1) and (4.2), we can compute equation (3.3) for the critical point of functional J ∇ I ′ , I where I, I ′ ∈ R 3 may be different. In particular, for I ′ = (1, 1, 1) , by (4.2), ∇
E i = 0 for each i, j, which implies that K(u) = 0 for each u ∈ so(3) for the metric I and the connection ∇ I ′ . Therefore in this case, the equation (3.3) is the same as that standard Euler-Poincaré equation.
Volume preserving diffeomorphisms on the torus
We shall discuss the two dimensional torus T 2 for simplicity, although the torus of any dimension or even a more general compact Riemannian manifold can be considered as well.
Let 
where e is the identity map between T 2 . We consider the inner products 0 and 1 in g s V defined as follows,
where , , ∇ are the standard metric and corresponding Levi-Civita connection on T 2 (∇ coincides with the ordinary derivative on T 2 ). We extend , 0 , , 1 to right invariant metrics on G s V by right translation, which we still write as , 0 and , 1 . By Theorem 9.1 and 9.6 in [E-M] , there exists a right invariant Levi-Civita connection ∇ 0 with respect to , 0 . In particular,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on T 2 and P e is the orthogonal projection (with respect to L 2 ) onto g
. From now on, for X ∈ g s V when we use ∇ we view X ∈ T T 2 as a vector field on T 2 and when we use ∇ 0 we view X as an element in g s V .
We choose some suitable basis of g s V as in [C-C] . We consider such basis indexed by k in a subset of Z 2 having an unique representative of the equivalence class defined by the relation k ≃ k
will have the following form,
. This SDE was considered in [C-C] . If u(t, .) ∈ T T 2 is regular enough and λ(|k|) decays to 0 fast enough as |k| tends to infinity, then the weak solution of (4.3) exists, see [C-C] . Moreover the Stratonovich and the Itô integrals in the equation coincide.
Note that in the proof Theorem 3.2, when {A k , B k } is an infinite sequence, if λ(|k|) decays to 0 fast enough as |k| tends to infinity, we can change the operation of derivative with ε between the operation of the infinite sum of index k and the conclusion of the Theorem is true. But for simplicity, from now on we assume that u(., .) is smooth, and {A k , B k } is a finite sequence, i.e., there exists an integer m > 0, such that λ(|k|) = 0 for each k with |k| > m. Furthermore, by the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [C-C] , we have the following characterization, 
Proof. To apply Theorem 3.3, we just need to give an explicit expression of ad * u (u) and K(u) in (3.5), (3.6) for the different metrics and connections.
For each X ∈ H s (T T 2 ) and Y ∈ g s V ,
Note that ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on T 2 , ∇ A k A k = 0, and the Riemanian curvature on T 2 is zero, by the same computation in (3.11) we have,
An analogous identity holds for B k , so combining the computations above,
where in the second step above we used property (4.4), in the third step the integration by parts formula on T 2 , and the last step is due to the fact that ∆u ∈ g s V for u ∈ g s V regular enough. So by definition (3.6), we have K(u) = − ν 2 ∆u for the metric 0 and connection ∇ 0 . Another proof of this equality was given in [C] , using the characterization of K in Proposition 3.4 and a direct computation of the operator K via the computation of the Ricci tensor for the Levi-Civita connection with respect to the metric 0 . From [A-K] , for the metric 0 , we have ad * u (u) = P e (∇ u u) = P e (u · ∇u). As a result the reduced Euler-Poincaré equation (3.10) for J ∇ 0 , , 0 is the NavierStokes equation (4.5).
Now we consider the metric 1 . For each X ∈ H s (T T 2 ) and Y ∈ g ∇X(x), ∇Y (x) dx, Notice also that u, ∆v 1 = ∆u, v 1 for u, v ∈ g s V , due to the integration by parts formula on T 2 . So we can follow the same steps as we did for the metric 0 above, and obtain K(u) = − ν 2 ∆u for the metric 1 and connection ∇ 0 . (The connection is still ∇ 0 here). From Theorem 3.2 in [S] (note that the definition of Laplacian in [S] is the minus Laplacian here), and since P e (1 − ∆) −1 = (1 − ∆) −1 P e on T T 2 , for the metric 1 , we have, ad * u (u) = (1 − ∆) −1 P e u · ∇(u − ∆u) + 2 j=1 (u j − ∆u j )∇u j .
Combing the above together, the reduced Euler-Poincaré equation (3.10) for J ∇ 0 , 1 is the viscous Cassama-Holm equation (4.6).
For the standard Camassa-Holm equation we refer to [C-H] and [H-M-R], for viscous Camassa-Holm equation we refer to [F-H-T] and [V] .
Remark 1. For simplicity we assume here that u is regular enough, therefore u is the classical solution of the corresponding PDE. But to check the proof of Theorem 3.2, we only need the test vector v to be regular enough to go through the computation, and under such cases, the less regular u is the weak solution.
Remark 2. We can define a H n metric as X, Y n := ∆u, divu = 0, where the duality in ad * here is defined by (3.5) for metric n . Remark 3. For the volume-preserving diffeomorphism group on higher dimensional torus, we can also choose an suitable basis of the corresponding Lie algebra, see [C-M] .
